Summary
Microsoft Power Automate exists within Microsoft® Office 365. It allows employees to create and automate workflows and tasks across multiple applications and services without the help from developers. A connector is a wrapper around an API that allows the underlying service to talk to Microsoft Power Automate, PowerApps, and Logic Apps within Microsoft’s ecosystem. The GoFileRoom® connector allows many of the existing API endpoints to be easily consumed within the Microsoft ecosystem.

Pain Point
Many firms do not know how APIs can benefit them or they do not have development staff available which can code using our APIs.

Solution
This offers an easy way for firms to make connectors between other applications in order to create automation and integration. It also allows firms to develop integration without the need of hiring developers to code.

Key Features
- Removes the need of a software developer to consume GoFileRoom and FirmFlow APIs.
- Currently there are 40+ actions within the GoFileRoom connector.
- Microsoft connectors can be used in Microsoft Power Automate, PowerApps, and LogicApps.
- The goal is to make the API’s available via developerportal.tr.com easier to consume.
- Users do not need to know how to program in specific languages in order to use.

Cost
Microsoft Power Automate is available for anyone with an Office 365 account, however, Microsoft Power Automate does have a pricing plan. See Microsoft Power Automate Pricing for details.

Example Use Cases
- Create or disable GoFileRoom users automatically.
- Updating logins as email addresses change for GoFileRoom users or ClientFlow users.
- Automating reports related to documents or deliverables within FirmFlow.
- Integrating GoFileRoom/FirmFlow with IoT.

Want to learn more? Contact us at +1 800 968 8900 or cs.sales@tr.com.